
 Physician Profile

Charles Portera, MD, is a board-certified general 
surgeon with more than 25 years of experience 
in the surgical removal of cancer. He is fellowship-
trained in surgical oncology and cancer biology 
— the highest level of medical training in the U.S. 
 Dr. Portera spent most of his medical 
career in Chattanooga, Tennessee where he 
was referred patients with tumor diagnosis. Dr. 
Portera received his undergraduate degree and 
medical degree from the 
University of Tennessee. He 
completed his fellowship in 
surgical oncology and cancer 
biology at the prestigious 
MD Anderson Cancer Center, 
which is one of the top 
cancer referral centers in the world. This training 
makes Dr. Portera the most qualified surgeon to 
deal with surgical removal of cancerous tumor. 
Dr. Portera has done more than 3,000 successful 
cancer surgeries over his career.
 At age 49, with a busy surgical practice in 
Tennessee, Dr. Portera and his family decided that 
he wanted to bring his expertise for the benefit of 
Alaskans. This allowed him to return to one of his 
favorite places in the world — Alaska. 
 Dr. Portera relocated to Anchorage, Alaska 
in 2014 with his wife Melissa of over 25 years of 
marriage, and their three children Carol, Mary, and 
Lucas. 
 Dr. Portera is on staff at Central Peninsula 
Hospital in Soldotna as well as several hospitals 
in Anchorage. Dr. Portera’s goal is to provide 
the most advanced oncology care for Alaska 
residents, particularly those in Anchorage and the 
Kenai Peninsula. 
 Dr. Portera looks forward to being a part of 
the Alaska medical community, and welcomes 
other physicians to contact him directly for 
referral of oncology patients, or questions about 
his oncology cases that may have in their practice.
 Dr. Portera is a professional member of the 
American College of Surgeons (Fellow), Society 
of Surgical Oncology, American Society of Clinical 
Oncology, Chattanooga Regional Oncology 
Association, Southeastern Surgical Congress, 
Tennessee Chapter American College of Surgeons, 
Tennessee Medical Association, and Chattanooga 
Hamilton County Medical Society. Dr. Charles 
Portera honors and awards include Outstanding 
Teacher in Surgical Rotation, Resident of the Year, 
and Gold Medal Forum Section of the 64th Annual 
Meeting of the Southeastern Surgical Conference.
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Philosophically, Dr. Charles Portera emphasizes a conservative approach to the care of his patients 
and encourages non-surgical treatment first. Dr. Portera strongly believes in exploring non-
surgical treatments first, prior to considering surgical intervention. 

We believe Alaskans deserve access to the best cancer care available. Alaska Surgical 
Oncology is based in Anchorage, with a satellite office in Kenai. The cancer specialty practice 
includes the expertise of Charles Portera, MD, a fellowship-trained surgeon with more than 
25 years of experience in the surgical removal of cancer. We take an aggressive and proactive 
approach to cancer, helping our patients to regain a normal life through the most advanced, 
minimally invasive surgical techniques designed to surgically remove cancer.

Alaska Surgical Oncology 
specializes in the assessment, treatment 
and surgical removal of tumors and 
abnormal growths, including cancerous 
masses. The specialty practice of Dr. 
Charles Portera also specializes in 
the assessment and treatment of all 
types of breast cancer with a focus on 
preserving the cosmetic appearance of 
the female breast. Our specialty practice 
uses the most modern minimally 
invasive surgery techniques to remove 
abnormal masses and tumors so many 
patients can have a quicker recovery and get back to their normal lives.

Charles Portera, MD, is a board-certified general surgeon with decades of experience in 
the surgical removal of cancer. He is fellowship-trained in surgical oncology and cancer biology 
— the highest level of medical training in the U.S. Dr. Portera spent most of his medical career 
in Chattanooga, Tennessee where he was referred patients with tumor diagnosis. Dr. Portera 
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Educational Website

We believe that the best healthcare comes 
from an educated healthcare consumer.  
Consequently we developed a content-
rich online oncology center & website that 
provides individualized and comprehensive 
care for those with a diagnosis of cancer, 
tumor or other internal abnormality take 
an aggressive and proactive approach to 
regaining a normal life through advanced 
surgical intervention. 

Dr. Charles Portera is board-certified in 
General Surgery and fellowship-trained in 
Surgical Oncology and Cancer Biology. Visit 
us at AlaskaSurgicalOncology.com.

Alaska Surgical Oncology is a unique specialty practice that combines compassionate 
care with advanced surgical removal of benign and malignant tumors. 

We interface with your primary care, family practice physician and those physicians 
involved in your diagnosis and current care plan. This can include medical oncologists, 
radiation oncologists and other clinical specialists.

Alaska Surgical Oncology addresses cancer and tumor diagnosis within the body, and 
including: esophagus, stomach, small bowel, colon, rectum, abdomen, liver, gallbladder, 
pancreas, spleen, breast, skin and soft tissue, and endocrine system.

As it related specifically to breast cancer and breast tumor, at Alaska Surgical 
Oncology we realize that treatment needs to emphasize all efforts to preserve the 
cosmetic appearance of the breast where possible. 

received his undergraduate degree and medical degree from the 
University of Tennessee. He completed his fellowship in surgical 
oncology and cancer biology at the prestigious MD Anderson 
Cancer Center, which is one of the top cancer referral centers 
in the world. This training makes Dr. Portera the most qualified 
surgeon to deal with surgical removal of cancerous tumor. At 
age 49, with a busy surgical practice in Tennessee, Dr. Portera 
and his family decided that he wanted to bring his expertise for 
the benefit of Alaskans. This allowed him to return to one of his 
favorite places in the world — Alaska. Dr. Portera relocated to 
Anchorage, AK with his wife Melissa of over 25 years of marriage, 
and their three children Carol, Mary, and Lucas. 

Dr. Portera is on staff at Central Peninsula Hospital in 
Soldotna as well as several hospitals in Anchorage. Dr. Portera’s 
goal is to provide the most advanced oncology care for Alaska residents, particularly those in 
Anchorage and the Kenai Peninsula. 

Our goal is to provide a more convenient option with the expertise of a fellowship-trained, 
board-certified surgical oncologist who has done more than 3,000 successful cancer surgeries 
over his career. Dr. Portera looks forward to being a part of the Alaska medical community, and 
welcomes other physicians to contact him directly for referral of oncology patients, or questions 
about his oncology cases that may have in their practice.


